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Abstract
We discuss the tachyon condensation in a single unstable D-brane in the
framework of boundary state formulation. The boundary state in the back-
ground of the tachyon condensation and the NS B-field is explicitly con-
structed. We show in both commutative theory and noncommutative theory
that the unstable D-branes behaves like an extended object and eventually
reduces to the lower dimensional D-branes as the system approaches the in-
frared fixed point. We clarify the relationship between the commutative field
theoretical description of the tachyon condensation and the noncommutative
one.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The fate of the unstable D-branes due to the tachyon condensation has been one of
centers of interest in string theory since the seminal papers by Sen [1], where he conjectured
that the unstable D-branes may behave like solitons corresponding to lower dimensional
D-branes. Since the tachyon condensation [2] is an off-shell phenomenon, we need to resort
to the second quantized string theory in order to understand this noble phenomenon. There
are two approaches available to this subject; the Witten’s open string field theory [3] with
the level truncation [4,5] and the boundary string field theory (BSFT) [6,7]. As the tachyon
condensation occurs the open string field acquires an expectation value. In general it is quite
difficult to solve the string field equation which involves an infinite number of components.
One may solve the string field equation by truncating the string field to the first few string
levels. This has been a useful practical tool to discuss the tachyon condensation. Many
aspects of the tachyon condensation physics [8] were explored by this method. However,
this method provides numerical results in most cases and sometimes yields qualitative ones
only.
The second approach, which is based on the background independent string field theory
[6], has been developed recently [7] as an alternative tool to the string field theory with
level truncation. It deals with the disk partition function of the open string theory, where
the boundary of the disk is defined by the trace of the two ends of the open string. The
configuration space for the BSFT is the space of two dimensional world-sheet theories on
the disk with arbitrary boundary interactions. Endowing it with the antibracket structure
in terms of the world-sheet path integral on the disk and the BRST operator, one can define
S, the action of the target space theory. The relationship between the BSFT action, S and
the disk partition function Z is clarified in ref. [7] as
S =
(
1 + βi
∂
∂gi
)
Z (1)
where gi are the couplings of the boundary interactions and βi are the corresponding world-
sheet β-functions. Choosing the tachyon profile, T (X), as for the boundary interaction, one
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can obtain the effective action for tachyon field [9]. Evaluation of the effective action may be
simplified considerably if we introduce a large NS B-field [10–15]. Recent works also show
that S may coincide with Z if we introduce supersymmetry to describe the D-D¯ system
[16–18]. The disk partition function Z for the D-D¯ system has been explicitly evaluated in
recent papers [16,19].
In this paper we discuss the tachyon condensation in the simplest setting, i.e., a single
unstable D-brane in the bosonic string theory, adopting the boundary state formulation,
which developed by Callan, Lovelace, Nappi and Yost [20] sometime ago. The advantage
of this approach is that one can explicitly construct the quantum states corresponding to
the unstable D-brane systems. Hence, the couplings of the system to the various string
states are readily obtained so it helps us to understand how the system evolves as the
condensation occurs. This approach is closely related to the second one, the BSFT in that
the normalization factor of the boundary state is simply the disk partition function Z. Since
the constructed boundary state is given as a quantum state of the closed string field, it may
also help us to understand its relationship to the first approach based on the open string field
theory, if we appropriately utilize the open-closed string duality. We extend the boundary
state formulation to the case of the noncommutative open string theory in order to discuss
the noncommutative tachyon in the same framework. The relationship of the commutative
theory and the noncommutative theory on the tachyon condensation can be understood in
this framework along the line of the equivalence between the commutative theory and the
noncommutative theory of open string [21,22].
II. BOUNDARY ACTION AND BOUNDARY STATE
We begin with the boundary state construction developed in ref. [20] and establish the
relationship between the boundary action and the boundary state in more general cases. The
boundary state formulation is based on a rather simple observation: It utilizes the open-
closed string duality. The disk diagram in the open string theory can be viewed equivalently
3
as the disk diagram in the closed string theory.
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Figure 1: a. Disk diagram in open string theory, b. Disk diagram in closed string theory
In the open string theory it depicts an open string appearing from the vacuum, then sub-
sequently disappearing into the vacuum while in the closed string theory it depicts a closed
string propagating from the boundary of the disk, then disappearing. This open-closed string
duality is also useful when we deal with the cylindrical diagram. The cylindrical diagram
make an appearance both in the open string theory and in the closed string theory. How-
ever, it can be interpreted differently in two theories. In the open string theory it describes
a one-loop amplitude while in the closed string it describes a tree level amplitude. Since
the closed string description often turns out to be simpler than its open string counterpart,
the boundary state formulation has been employed as a practical method to evaluate the
open string diagrams by making use of this open-closed string duality. It is proved to be
extremely useful especially when we discuss various interactions between the D-brane and
the open string.
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We define the boundary state |X〉 by the following eigenvalue equation in the closed
string theory
Xˆµ|X〉 = Xµ|X〉. (2)
Since Xˆµ and Xµ are defined on ∂M , the boundary of the disk, we may expand them as
[23]
Xˆµ(σ) = xˆµ0 +
√
α′
2
∑
n=1
1√
n
{
(aµn + a˜
µ†
n )e
2inσ + (aµ†n + a˜
µ
n)e
−2inσ} (3a)
Xµ(σ) = xµ0 +
√
α′
2
∑
n=1
1√
n
(
xµne
2inσ + x¯µne
−2inσ) (3b)
where σ ∈ [0, π], µ = 0, . . . , d− 1, and
aµn =
i√
n
αµn, a
µ†
n = −
i√
n
αµ−n, a˜
µ
n =
i√
n
α˜µn, a˜
µ†
n = −
i√
n
α˜µ−n.
They satisfy the following commutation relationship
[aµn, a
ν†
m ] = (g
−1)µνδnm, [a˜
µ
n, a˜
ν†
m ] = (g
−1)µνδnm. (4)
Hence the eigenvalue equation can be rewritten in terms of the left movers and the right
movers as
xˆµ0 |X〉 = xµ0 |X〉(
aµn + a˜
µ†
n
)
|X〉 = xµn|X〉 (5)(
aµ†n + a˜
µ
n
)
|X〉 = x¯µn|X〉.
This eigenvalue equations determine the boundary state |X〉 = |x, x¯〉 up to a normalization
factor
|x, x¯〉 = N(x, x¯)∏
n=1
exp
(
−aµ†n a˜ν†n gµν + aµ†n xνngµν + x¯µna˜ν†n gµν
)
|0〉 (6)
where an|0〉 = a˜n|0〉 = 0. Requiring the completeness relation
∫
D[x, x¯]|x, x¯〉〈x, x¯| = I, (7)
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we may fix the normalization factor
|x, x¯〉 = ∏
n=1
exp
{
−1
2
x¯nxn − a†na˜†n + a†nxn + x¯na˜†n
}
|0〉 (8)
where the space-time indices are suppressed and the contraction with the metric gµν is
implied.
We will make use of the set of the boundary states, {|x, x¯〉} as a basis to construct various
boundary states, which correspond to the disk diagrams with nontrivial backgrounds: For
a given boundary action S∂M , the boundary state is defined as
|B〉 =
∫
D[x, x¯]eiS∂M [x,x¯]|x, x¯〉. (9)
Here S∂M [x, x¯] is the boundary action evaluated with the boundary condition
Xµ|∂M = xµ0 +
√
α′
2
∑
n=1
1√
n
(
xµne
2inσ + x¯µne
−2inσ
)
. (10)
The requirement of the completeness relation Eq.(7) and the definition of the boundary
state, Eq.(9) are consistent with the closed string field theory. The boundary state in fact
defines a quantum state of the closed string field. For a free string, S∂M = 0,
|BFree〉 =
∫
D[x, x¯]|x, x¯〉 =
√
det g
∏
n=1
exp
(
aµ†n a˜
ν†
n gµν
)
|0〉, (11)
which satisfies the boundary condition
aµ†n |BFree〉 = a˜µn|BFree〉, a˜µ†n |BFree〉 = aµn|BFree〉. (12)
This boundary condition, of course, nothing but the Neumann boundary condition,
∂τX
µ|∂M = 0. The boundary state, satisfying the Dirichlet condition Xˆµ|B〉 = 0, is simply
obtained by taking xµ = xµn = x¯
µ
n = 0 in Eq.(8)
|BDirichlet〉 =
√
det g
∏
n=1
exp
(
−aµ†n a˜ν†n gµν
)
|0〉. (13)
It follows that the boundary state corresponding to a flat D-p-brane is given as
|Dp〉 = Tp
gs
√
det g
∏
n=1
exp
(
ai†n a˜
j†
n gij − aa†n a˜b†n gab
)
|0〉 (14)
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where i = 0, . . . , p, a = p+1, . . . , d− 1. Here Tp and gs are the tension of the Dp-brane and
the string coupling constant respectively.
One of the well-known examples of the boundary state is the open string in a constant
U(1) background. The U(1) background yields the following boundary action for an open
string
SF =
∫
∂M
dτˆAµ
∂Xµ
∂τˆ
=
1
2
∫
∂M
dτˆFµνX
µ∂X
ν
∂τˆ
(15)
where τˆ is a proper-time parameter along ∂M
τˆ =


τ − 1 : τˆ ∈ [−1, 0]
−τ + 1 : τˆ ∈ [0, 1].
(16)
In the closed string world-sheet coordinates the boundary interaction reads as
SF =
1
2
∫
∂M
dσFµνX
µ∂X
ν
∂σ
. (17)
The boundary interaction Eq.(15) yields the boundary condition for the open string as
1
2πα′
gµν∂σX
ν − Fµν∂τXν = 0, on ∂M. (18)
In the closed string world-sheet coordinates we get the boundary condition as
1
2πα′
gµν∂τX
ν − Fµν∂σXν = 0, on ∂M. (19)
We may transcribe it into the boundary condition to be imposed on the boundary state
an|BF 〉 = (g + 2πα′F )−1(g − 2πα′F )a˜†n|BF 〉, (20a)
a˜n|BF 〉 = (g − 2πα′F )−1(g + 2πα′F )a†n|BF 〉. (20b)
making use of the closed string mode expansion of Xˆµ(τ, σ)
Xˆµ(τ, σ) = xˆµ + 2α′pµτ + i
√
α′
2
∑
n 6=0
1
n
(
αµne
−2in(τ−σ) + α˜µne
−2in(τ+σ))
= xˆµ + 2α′pµτ +
√
α′
2
∑
n=1
1√
n
(aµne
−2in(τ−σ) + aµ†n e
2in(τ−σ)
+a˜µne
−2in(τ+σ) + a˜µ†n e
2in(τ+σ)). (21)
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With the given boundary condition Eq.(10), the boundary action is evaluated as
SF = (2πα
′)
i
2
∑
n=1
x¯µnFµνx
ν
n. (22)
Then a simple algebra Eq.(9) leads us to the boundary state |BF 〉
|BF 〉 = Tp
gs
∏
n=1
det (g + 2πα′F )−1 exp
{
a†ng (g + 2πα
′F )−1 (g − 2πα′F ) a˜†n
}
|0〉 (23)
which satisfies the desired boundary condition Eq.(20). It should be noted that the normal-
ization factor of the boundary state is the well-known Dirac-Born-Infeld Lagrangian
Z =
Tp
gs
∏
n=1
det (g + 2πα′F )−1 =
Tp
gs
√
det(g + 2πα′F ), (24)
where we make use ζ(0) =
∑
n=1 1 = −/2. It can be also obtained by evaluating the Polyakov
string path integral on a disk [24].
The relationship between the boundary action and the boundary state observed in the
case of the U(1) background can be established in more general cases. In order to see this
explicitly let us introduce a boundary action of more general form as
S = SM + S∂M , (25)
= − 1
4πα′
∫
M
dτdσ
√−hhαβgµν∂αXµ∂βXν + i
2
∫
∂M
dσXµMµνX
ν .
Here Mµν = Mµν
(
1
i
∂
∂σ
)
is a differential/integral operator in σ. From this action we get a
bulk equation on M as usual
(∂2τ − ∂2σ)Xµ = 0, (26)
and a boundary condition to be imposed on ∂M
1
2πα′
gµν∂τX
ν − iMµν
(
1
i
∂
∂σ
)
Xν = 0. (27)
Making use of the mode expansion of Xˆµ, Eq.(21), we may transcribe the boundary condition
into operator equations acting on the boundary state as
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pˆµ|B〉 = iπ(g−1M)µν xˆν |B〉,
aνn|B〉 =
(
g +
πα′
n
M(2n)
)−1 (
g − πα
′
n
M(2n)
)
a˜ν†n |B〉, (28)
a˜νn|B〉 =
(
g +
πα′
n
M(−2n)
)−1 (
g − πα
′
n
M(−2n)
)
aν†n |B〉.
From the action we see that
M(2n)T = M(−2n), (29)
which ensures consistency of our construction.
Given the boundary conditions Eq.(28) one can determine the boundary state, but only
up to a normalization factor. Since the normalization factor is also often important, we
should find a way to fix it. To this end one may calculate couplings of the system to
the closed string degrees of freedom. Interpreting them as linear variations of the effective
action, which is supposed to be obtained as the disk partition function, one may fix the
normalization factor. This procedure has been applied to the open string in the constant
U(1) background in ref. [25]. However, it would be involved in more general cases. Here, in
order to fix the normalization factor we simply take Eq.(9) as the definition of the boundary
state. With the given boundary condition Eq.(10) we find that the boundary action S∂M [x, x¯]
is obtained as
S∂M = i
π
2
xµMµν(0)x
ν + i
πα′
2
∑
n=1
1
n
x¯µnM(2n)µνx
ν
n. (30)
Then a Gaussian integral of Eq.(9) brings us to an explicit expression of the boundary state
|B〉 = ZDisk exp

a†ng
(
g +
πα′
n
M(2n)
)−1 (
g − πα
′
n
M(2n)
)
a˜†n

 |0〉, (31)
ZDisk =
Tp
gs
1√
detM(0)
∏
n=1
det
(
g +
πα′
n
M(2n)
)−1
Here, ZDisk is the disk partition function with the boundary action S∂M . It is easy to
see that the boundary state |B〉 readily satisfies the desired boundary condition, Eq(28).
Eq.(31) exhibits clearly the relationships between the normalization factor, the disk partition
function and the boundary condition in the framework of boundary state formulation.
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III. TACHYON CONDENSATION AND BOUNDARY STATE
Being equipped with the boundary state formulation given in the previous section, we
construct the boundary state in the background of the tachyon condensation and discuss
some important physical properties of the unstable D-brane systems. The tachyon con-
densation introduces the following boundary interaction in the closed string world-sheet
coordinates
ST = i
∫
∂M
dσT (X). (32)
In order to construct the boundary state explicitly for the string in the tachyon background
we consider a simple tachyon profile, T (X) = uµνX
µXν . In terms of the normal modes ST
is written as
ST = iπx
µuµνx
ν + iπα′
∑
n=1
1
n
x¯µnuµνx
ν
n (33)
With this boundary action we construct the boundary state, following Eq.(9),
|BT 〉 =
∫
D[x, x¯]eiST |x, x¯〉
=
∫
D[x, x¯]e−pixux exp
{
−1
2
x¯n
(
g +
2πα′
n
u
)
xn − a†nga˜†n + a†ngxn + x¯nga˜†n
}
|0〉
= ZDisk exp

a†ng
(
g +
2πα′
n
u
)−1 (
g − 2πα
′
n
u
)
a˜†n

 |0〉, (34)
ZDisk =
Tp
gs
1√
det(u)
∏
n=1
det
(
g +
2πα′
n
u
)−1
where we suppress the space-time indices. It is easy to confirm that this boundary state
satisfies the appropriate boundary condition
(
1
2πα′
gµν∂τ Xˆ
ν − 2iuµνXˆν
)
|BT 〉 = 0. (35)
We note that the normalization factor ZDisk coincides with the disk amplitude for the open
string in the background of tachyon condensation as expected.
Now let us introduce the U(1) background with a constant F in addition to ST , i.e., the
boundary action S∂M is given as
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S∂M = ST + SF , (36)
which corresponds to the case where
M(0) = 2u, M(2n) = 2nF + u, n ≥ 1. (37)
Accordingly the boundary state is constructed to be
|BF+T 〉 =
∫
D[x, x¯]eiSF+iST |x, x¯〉
= ZDisk exp
{
a†ng
(
g + 2πα′F + 2πα′
u
n
)−1 (
g − 2πα′F − 2πα′u
n
)
a˜†n
}
|0〉, (38)
ZDisk =
Tp
gs
1√
det(u)
∏
n=1
det
(
g + 2πα′F + 2πα′
u
n
)−1
.
The boundary state |BF+T 〉 satisfies the following boundary condition
(
gµν∂τXˆ
ν − 2πα′Fµν∂σXˆν − 4πα′iuµνXˆν
)
|BF+T 〉 = 0. (39)
When F is skew-diagonal with F2µ−1,2µ = fµ, u is diagonal, uµν = uµδµν , gµν = δµν , and
2πα′ = 1, the normalization factor reduces to [26]
ZDisk =
Tp
gs
1√
det u
∏
n=1
d/2∏
µ=1
{(
1 +
u2µ−1
n
)(
1 +
u2µ
n
)
+ f 2µ
}−1
. (40)
If we are concerned the unstable Dp-brane in d dimensions,
Fab = Fai = Fia = 0, uab = uai = uia = 0,
where i, j = 0, . . . , p and a, b = p+ 1, . . . , d− 1, thus,
|BF+T 〉 = ZDisk
∏
n=1
exp
{
a†ng
(
g + 2πα′F + 2πα′
u
n
)−1 (
g − 2πα′F − 2πα′u
n
)
a˜†n
}
exp
(
−aa†n a˜b†n gab
)
|0〉, (41)
ZDisk =
Tp
gs
1√
det(u)
∏
n=1
det
(
g + 2πα′F + 2πα′
u
n
)−1
.
In Eq.(41) g, u and F are (p+ 1)× (p+ 1) matrices.
Here one can make a simple observation on the effect of the tachyon condensation on the
boundary state wavefunction. In order to see it we may leave the integration over x,
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|B〉 =
∫
dx|B; x〉. (42)
Then we find
|B; x〉 ∼ e−pixux. (43)
It implies that the spatial dimension of the system is order of 1/
√
det u if we use a closed
string as a probe. The unstable D-brane may behave like a soliton in the lower dimensions
and it becomes sharply localized as the system approaches the infrared fixed point, u→∞.
One may be concerned about its behaviour at the infrared fixed point since the boundary
state may become singular as the system is sharply localized. In order to examine the
behaviour of a Dp-brane near the infrared fixed point, let us suppose that tachyon conden-
sation takes place only in one direction, i.e., uij = uip = upi = 0, i, j = 0, . . . , p− 1. Then as
upp = u→∞,
ZDisk = lim
u→∞
Tp
gs
∫
dp+1xe−piux
2
p
∏
n=1
det [g + 2πα′F + 2πα′u/n]−1(p+1)×(p+1)
= lim
u→∞
Tp
gs
∫
dpx
1√
u
∏
n=1
det [g + 2πα′F ]−1p×p
1
2πα′
(
u
n
)−1
(44)
= 2π
√
α′
Tp
gs
∫
dpx
√
det [g + 2πα′F ]
p×p
where [A]m×m denotes a m×m matrix and the zeta function regularization is used [19]
∏
n=1
1
n+ ǫ
= exp
{
d
ds
(
ζ(s, ǫ)− ǫ−s
)}
s=0
=
ǫΓ(ǫ)√
2π
. (45)
This is precisely the disk partition function for a (p − 1) dimensional D-brane in the U(1)
background. Note also it gives us the correct relationship between the tension of a Dp-brane
and that of a D(p− 1)-brane
Tp−1 = 2π
√
α′Tp (46)
Accordingly as u→∞,
|BF+T 〉 = Tp−1
gs
∫
dpx
√
det[g + 2πα′F ]
p×p∏
n=1
exp
{
a†in
[
g(g + 2πα′F )−1(g − 2πα′F )
]
ij
a˜†jn − a†an a˜†bn gab
}
|0〉 (47)
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where i, j = 1, . . . , p− 1 and a, b = p, . . . , d − 1. The first term in the exponent of Eq.(47)
describes the boundary state corresponding to an open string in (p − 1 + 1) dimensions
with a constant U(1) background and the second term implies that the boundary conditions
along the directions (xp, . . . , xd−1) are Dirichlet. Thus, the unstable D-brane turns into the
low dimensional D-brane at the infrared fixed point. As the system reaches the infrared
fixed point, it becomes sharply localized. And as we may expect, its wavefunction gets a
divergent contribution from the zero mode, but it is cancelled by the those from the higher
modes. The cancellation occurs only when we include contributions of all higher modes.
This phenomenon is also observed in the D-D¯ system [16,19,27].
Since the boundary state in the background of the tachyon condensation is explicitly
constructed, the couplings to the closed string states are readily obtained. The massless
closed string states are given in the bosonic string theory as
eµνa
†µ
1 a˜
†ν
1 |k〉 (48)
where µ, ν = 0, . . . , d− 1. Here eµν is chosen as
eµν = hµν , hµν = hνµ, k
µhµν = η
µνhµν = 0 (49)
for the graviton,
eµν =
φ
2
√
2
(ηµν − kµlν − kνlµ) , l2 = 0, k · l = 1 (50)
for the dilaton, and
eµν =
1√
2
Λµν , Λµν = −Λνµ, kµΛµν = 0 (51)
for the Kalb-Ramond field. (It may be more appropriate to discuss the couplings to the
closed string states in the super-string theory. But the general features of the couplings in
the tachyon background discussed here remain unchanged.) The coupling of the boundary
state to the massless closed string state is given as
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〈k|eµνaµ1 a˜ν1 |B〉 = 〈k|eijai1a˜j1|B〉+ 〈k|eabaa1a˜b1|B〉
= eij
[(
g + 2πα′F + 2πα′
u
n
)−1 (
g − 2πα′F − 2πα′u
n
)
g−1
]ji
Z (52)
−eab(g−1)abZ
where i = 0, 1, . . . , p and a = p + 1, . . . , d − 1. Here the boundary state |B〉 is given by
Eq.(41). (An improved form of the coupling of the boundary state to the massless closed
string state has been discussed recently in ref. [28].) Let us suppose that upp = u → ∞,
then
|B〉 → |B′〉 = ZDisk
∏
n=1
exp
{
a†i
′
n
[
g
(
g + 2πα′F + 2πα′
u
n
)−1
(
g − 2πα′F − 2πα′u
n
)]
i′j′
a˜†j
′
n − a†a
′
n a˜
†a′
n
}
|0〉 (53)
ZDisk =
Tp
gs
1√
det[u]
p×p
∏
n=1
det
(
g + 2πα′F + 2πα′
u
n
)−1
p×p
and
〈k|eµνaµ1 a˜ν1|B〉 → 〈k|eµνaµ1 a˜ν1 |B′〉 = ei′j′
[(
g + 2πα′F + 2πα′
u
n
)−1
(
g − 2πα′F − 2πα′u
n
)
g−1
]j′i′
Z − ea′b′(g−1)a′b′Z (54)
where i′, j′ = 0, 1, . . . , p − 1, and a′, b′ = p, . . . , d − 1. This is exactly the coupling of the
boundary state in lower dimensions to a massless closed string state. At a glance one can
realize that the couplings of the massive closed string states also turn into the couplings to
the lower dimensional D-brane as the system reaches the infrared fixed point. Thus, if we use
a closed string as a probe, the unstable D-brane looks identical with the lower dimensional
D-brane at the infrared fixed point.
IV. TACHYON CONDENSATION AND NONCOMMUTATIVE SOLITONS
In recent papers [10–15] it has been pointed out that the tachyon condensation may be
greatly simplified if one introduces a large NS B-field on the world-sheet. Some properties
of the unstable systems, such as the tachyon potential and the D-brane tension, can be
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calculated exactly. Here in this section we will discuss the noncommutative tachyon in the
same framework of the boundary state formulation. We may recall that in the canonical
quantization [22] one can establish the equivalence between the noncommutative open string
theory with the commutative one in the presence of the NS B-field background. Along this
line we can establish the relationship between the noncommutative tachyon theory and the
commutative one.
The bosonic part of the classical action for an open string ending on a Dp-brane with a
NS B-field is given by
SM + SB = − 1
4πα′
∫
M
d2ξ
[
gµν
√−hhαβ ∂X
µ
∂ξα
∂Xν
∂ξβ
− 2πα′Bijeαβ ∂X
i
∂ξα
∂Xj
∂ξβ
]
(55)
where µ, ν = 0, 1, . . . , d−1 and i, j = 0, 1, . . . , p. Let us consider the commutative description
first. With a constant B the second term yields the boundary action
SB =
1
2
∫
∂M
dτBijX
i∂τX
j. (56)
As we transform the open string world-sheet coordinates to the closed string world-sheet
coordinates, the boundary action turns into
SB =
1
2
∫
∂M
dσBijX
i∂σX
j , (57)
which is of the same form as the constant U(1) background discussed in the previous section.
Hence, we get the corresponding boundary state in the background of tachyon condensation
by replacing F with B in Eq.(41)
|BB+T 〉 = ZDisk
∏
n=1
exp
{
ai†n (gMB+T )ija˜j†n − aa†n a˜b†n gab
}
|0〉, (58)
(MB+T ) =
(
g + 2πα′B + 2πα′
u
n
)−1 (
g − 2πα′B − 2πα′u
n
)
,
ZDisk =
Tp
gs
1√
det(u)
∏
n=1
det
(
g + 2πα′B + 2πα′
u
n
)−1
where i, j = 0, . . . , p and a, b = p + 1, . . . , d − 1. Since we are interested to compare the
commutative description with the noncommutative one, we consider the case where Dp-
brane → D(p− 2)-brane. In this case we take
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upp = up−1,p−1 = u→∞, uij = Bij = 0, (59)
for i, j = 0, . . . , p− 2 and the boundary state describes the D(p− 2)-brane
|BB+T 〉 = ZDisk
∏
n=1
exp
{
ai†n gij a˜
j†
n − aa†n a˜b†n gab
}
|0〉 (60a)
ZDisk =
Tp−2
gs
√
det g (60b)
where i, j = 0, . . . , p− 2 and a, b = p− 1, . . . , d− 1. Note that the role of the NS B-field is
rather trivial in the commutative description of the tachyon condensation.
Let us turn to the noncommutative description. Since the NS B-field term is quadratic in
string variables, X , one may define the world-sheet Green function with respect to SM +SB
instead of SM . Then it leads us to the noncommutative open string theory, of which world-
sheet Hamiltonian and the string variables in the longitudinal directions are given as [22]
H = (2πα′)
1
2
pi(G
−1)ijpj + (2πα
′)
∑
n=1
{
1
2
Kni(G
−1)ijKnj +
1
(2πα′)2
n2
2
YniGijYnj
}
, (61a)
X i(σ) = xi + iθijpj
(
σ − π
2
)
+
√
2
∑
n=1
(
Y in cosnσ +
i
n
θijKjn sin nσ
)
(61b)
where (Y in, Kin) are the canonical pairs. Here θ and G are the noncommutativity parameter
and the open string metric respectively
θij = −(2πα′)2
(
1
g + 2πα′B
B
1
g − 2πα′B
)ij
(62a)
(G−1)ij =
(
1
g + 2πα′B
g
1
g − 2πα′B
)ij
. (62b)
We find that the open string action is written in this representation as
SM + SB = − 1
4πα′
∫
M
d2ξ
√−hhαβ
(
Gij
∂Y i
∂ξα
∂Y j
∂ξβ
+ gab
∂Y a
∂ξα
∂Y b
∂ξβ
)
(63)
where Y µ is the commutative open string variable
Y µ(σ) = xµ +
√
2
∑
n=1
Y µn cos nσ. (64)
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The boundary interaction for tachyon condensation for the open string may be written
as
ST = i
∫
σ=0
dτT (X) + i
∫
σ=pi
dτT (X). (65)
The end points of open string are given in the noncommutative theory as
X i(0) = xi +
π
2
θijpj +
√
2
∑
n=1
Y in, X
i(π) = xi − π
2
θijpj +
√
2
∑
n=1
Y in(−1)n. (66)
They differ from those in the commutative theory by the zero mode of the momentum and
do not commute with each other
[X i(0), Xj(0)] = −iπθij , [X i(0), Xj(π)] = 0, [X i(π), Xj(π)] = iπθij . (67)
On the boundary ∂M if we adopt the proper-time τˆ Eq.(16) instead of τ as the world-
sheet time coordinate, the string variables are written on ∂M as
X i|∂M = xi − π
2
θijpj + Y |∂M . (68)
Thus, we may write the boundary interaction of the tachyon condensation as
ST = i
∫
∂M
dτˆT (ζ + Y ), [ζ i, ζj] = iπθij . (69)
It can be read in the closed string world-sheet coordinates as
ST = i
∫
∂M
dσT (ζ + Y ), (70)
where Y i is the usual closed string variable which can be expanded on ∂M as
Y i(σ) = yi0 +
√
α′
2
∑
n=1
1√
n
(
yine
2inσ + y¯ine
−2inσ
)
. (71)
When we transcribe the open string representation into the closed string representation
we keep noncommutative zero mode part unchanged, i.e., we treat ζ as noncommutative
operators. For the sake of simplicity we only consider hereafter the case where Dp-brane
→ D(p − 2)-brane. Extension to the more general cases is straightforward. So we take
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Bij = uij = 0 for i, j = 0, p− 2 and Bij 6= 0, uij 6= 0 for i, j = p − 1, p. It is convenient to
introduce ‘creation’ and ‘annihilation’ operators as
b =
1√
2πθ
(ζp−2 + iζp−1), b† =
1√
2πθ
(ζp−2 − iζp−1), [b, b†] = 1. (72)
We can introduce the creation and annihilation operators similarly also for higher Dp-branes
as we cast (θ) into the standard skew-diagonal form, θ2i−1,2i = θi
(θ) =


0 θ1
−θ1 0
. . .
0 θp
2
−θp
2
0


.
The excitations in the zero mode can be easily described as we introduce a complete set
of the number eigenstates {|n〉NC}
|n〉NC = (b
†)n√
n!
|0〉NC , b|0〉NC = 0.
Thus, the quantum state on ∂M , can be specified by |n〉NC ⊗ |Y 〉, where
Yˆ i|Y 〉 = Y i|Y 〉.
We may expand Yˆ i on ∂M as
Yˆ i(σ) = yˆi +
√
α′
2
∑
n=1
1√
n
{(
ain + a˜
i†
n
)
e2inσ +
(
ai†n + a˜
i
n
)
e−2inσ
}
, (73)
where i, j = p− 1, p,
[ain, a
j†
m] = (G
−1)ijδnm, [a˜
i
n, a˜
j†
m] = (G
−1)ijδnm. (74)
Since the action for the higher modes are identical to that in the absence of the NS B-field
except for the space-time metric g being replaced by the open string metric G, we find
that the boundary action in the closed string representation is given in the noncommutative
theory as
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ST = iπζ
iuijζ
j + iπα′
∑
n=1
1
n
y¯inuijy
j
n. (75)
From the analysis of the noncommutative open string theory, we may define the boundary
state in the noncommutative theory as
|BT 〉NC = Tp
Gs
∫
D[y, y¯]
√
det(2πθ) tr
(
eiST [y,y¯]
)
|y, y¯〉 (76)
where Gs is the string coupling constant in the noncommutative theory. The integration
measure D[y, y¯] does not take the zero modes into account and the integration over the zero
modes is taken care of by
√
det(2πθ) tr. By a simple algebra we find
|BT 〉NC = Z exp
{
ai†n gija˜
j†
n + a
k†
n (GM)kla˜l†n − aa†n gaba˜b†n
}
|0〉, (77a)
M =
(
G +
2πα′
n
u
)−1 (
G− 2πα
′
n
u
)
(77b)
Z =
Tp
Gs
√
det(2πθ) tr
(
e−2piζ
iuijζj
) ∏
n=1
det
(
G+
2πα′
n
u
)−1
(77c)
where i, j = 0, . . . , p − 2, k, l = p − 1, p and a, b = p + 1, . . . , d − 1. Let us take the large
B-field limit where
2πα′B →∞ (78)
with g kept fixed, or equivalently the decoupling limit, where
g ∼ ǫ, α′ ∼ √ǫ, ǫ→ 0, (79)
while G, θ are kept fixed. Note that in this limit
θ → 1
B
, G−1 → − 1
(2πα′)2
1
B
g
1
B
(80)
and the effect of the tachyon condensation on the higher modes of Y i are suppressed. Thus,
in the large B-field limit, we have
Z =
Tp
Gs
√
det(2πθ) tr
(
e−2piζ
iuijζ
j
)√
detG. (81)
Now let us suppose that the system reaches the infrared fixed point where u→∞,
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tr
(
e−2piζ
iuijζj
)
=
∑
n=0
e−2pi
2θ(up−1,p−1+upp)n → 1. (82)
It implies that the unstable D-brane behaves like a noncommutative soliton [29] and the
most symmetric one |0〉NC〈0|NC is singled out at the infrared fixed point. Thus, at the
infrared fixed point, we find
Z =
Tp
Gs
√
det(2πθ)
√
detG. (83)
We may recall the relationship between the string coupling in the commutative theory and
that in the noncommutative one [21,22]
Gs
gs
=
(
detG
det g
) 1
4
=
√
detG√
det(g + 2πα′B)
, (84)
which implies in the large B-field limit
Gs
gs
=
√
detG√
det(2πα′B)
. (85)
Then it follows from Eq.(80) that
Z = (2π)2α′
Tp
gs
. (86)
Since it can be identified with
Z =
Tp−2
gs
,
we obtain the relationship between the tension of Dp-brane and that of D(p− 2)-brane
Tp−2 = (2π)
2α′Tp. (87)
In the noncommutative theory the unstable D-brane is described by the noncommutative
soliton, which corresponds to
φ0(r) = 2e
−r2/
√
det θ. (88)
In the large B-field limit, the soliton becomes sharply localized but its contribution to the
partition function is finite in contrast to the commutative case. So the cancellation observed
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in the commutative theory is no longer needed. In fact the contributions from the higher
modes to the partition function are rather trivial in the noncommutative theory. It should
be noted that if we reverse the limit procedure, i.e., take the limit, u → ∞ first then the
large B-field limit later, we cannot get the correct result.
Now let us call our attention to the quantum state of the system |BT 〉, which has never
been discussed explicitly in the literature. If we take the large B-field limit first, the boundary
state reduces to
|BT 〉NC = Z
∏
n=1
exp
{
ai†n gij a˜
j†
n + a
k†
n Gkla˜
l†
n − aa†n gaba˜b†n
}
|0〉 (89)
where i, j = 0, . . . , p − 2, k, l = p − 1, p and a, b = p + 1, . . . , d − 1. To our surprise, the
resultant boundary state satisfies the Neumann boundary condition along the directions,
p− 1, p. It seems that the boundary state still describes the Dp-brane instead of D(p− 2)-
brane. It is certainly against our expectation. We may be tempted to take the limit of
the infrared fixed point, u → ∞ prior to the large B-field limit to get the boundary state
satisfying the Dirichlet boundary condition as in the case of the commutative theory. But
then as we pointed out, we cannot obtain the correct partition function. The resolution of
this problem can be found if we take notice that the open string metric G becomes singular
in the large B-field limit and the left movers and the right movers (a, a†, a˜, a˜†) in Eq.(89)
respect the open string metric G as in Eq.(74). In order to compare the boundary state
|BT 〉NC in the noncommutative theory with that in the commutative theory |BB+T 〉, we
should rewrite the left and right movers in Eq.(89) in terms of the left and right movers in
the commutative theory, which respect the closed string metric g.
If we define the background metric E as
E = ES + EA = g + 2πα
′B, (90)
equivalently,
g =
1
2
(E + ET ), B =
1
2πα′
1
2
(E −ET ), (91)
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the string action with the NS B-field may be written in the closed string world-sheet coor-
dinates as
SM + SB = − 1
4πα′
∫
M
d2ξ
√−hhαβEij ∂X
i
∂ξα
∂Xj
∂ξβ
. (92)
Here we are concerned with the action only for the string variables in the directions of
p − 1, p. If we apply the open-closed string duality to Eq.(63), we obtain the string action
in the noncommutative theory as
SM + SB = − 1
4πα′
∫
M
d2ξ
√−hhαβGij ∂Y
i
∂ξα
∂Y j
∂ξβ
. (93)
Comparing the string action in the commutative theory Eq.(92) with that in the noncom-
mutative theory Eq.(93), we find that two actions are related by the well-known T-dual
transformation [30]
E ′ = (aE + b)(cE + d)−1 (94)
where a, b, c and d satisfy the following O(2, 2, R) condition

 a b
c d


T  0 I
I 0



 a b
c d

 =

 0 I
I 0

 . (95)
Under the T-dual transformation the left and right movers transform as
an(E)→ (d− cET )−1an(E ′), a†n(E)→ a†n(E ′)(dT − EcT )−1, (96a)
a˜n(E)→ (d+ cE)−1a˜n(E ′), a˜†n(E)→ a˜†n(E ′)(dT + ET cT )−1 (96b)
Choosing E ′ = G, we find the T-dual transformation [31], which connects the left movers
and the right movers in the commutative theory Eq.(92) and those in the noncommutative
theory Eq.(93)
T =

 a b
c d

 =

 I 0
−(2πα′)−1θ I

 . (97)
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If we denote the left and right movers in the commutative theory, Eq.(92) by a, a†, a˜, a˜†,
and those in the noncommutative theory, Eq.(93) by a′, a†′, a˜′, a˜†′, the relationship between
them are given by
a′n =
(
I +
θET
2πα′
)
an, a
†′
n = a
†
n
(
I − Eθ
2πα′
)
, (98a)
a˜′n =
(
I − θE
2πα′
)
a˜n, a˜
†′
n = a˜
†
n
(
I +
ET θ
2πα′
)
. (98b)
Note that
I − Eθ
2πα′
= EG−1, I +
ET θ
2πα′
= ETG−1. (99)
Using Eq.(99) and Eq.(80) in the large B-field limit, we obtain
exp
(
a†′nGa˜
†′
n
)
|0〉 = exp
(
a†nEG
−1Ea˜†n
)
|0〉 = exp
(
−a†nga˜†n
)
|0〉. (100)
Therefore, the boundary state turns out to satisfy the the correct Dirichlet boundary con-
dition along the directions of p− 1, p
|BT 〉NC = Z
∏
n=1
exp
{
ai†n gija˜
j†
n − aa†n gaba˜b†n
}
|0〉 (101)
where i, j = 0, . . . , p − 2 and a, b = p − 1, . . . , d − 1. In the noncommutative theory the
boundary state also describes the D(p − 2)-brane as desired. One can reach the same
conclusion also by taking the Seiberg-Witten limit Eq.(79). One may attempt to get the
same result in the commutative theory, by taking the large B-field limit first. As one may
expect,
|BF+T 〉 → ZDisk
∏
n=1
exp
{
ai†n gija˜
j†
n − aa†n gaba˜b†n
}
|0〉 (102)
where i, j = 0, . . . , p − 2 and a, b = p − 1, . . . , d − 1. However, in this limit ZDisk does
not yield the correct tension of the D-brane. Hence, this procedure only works for the
noncommutative theory. In order to get a consistent description of tachyon condensation in
the noncommutative theory, we should take the large B-field limit prior to the infrared fixed
point limit. It is also consistent with the work of Gopakumar, Minwalla and Strominger
[29].
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V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we discussed the tachyon condensation, which is one of the noble phenomena
in string theory, in the simplest setting, i.e., in a single D-brane system in the bosonic
string theory, using the boundary state formulation. We do not need to deal with the
non-Abelian supersymmetric formulation to understand the tachyon condensation in this
simplest system unlike in the D-D¯-brane system. For the purpose of applying the boundary
state formulation to the system with boundary actions of general form, we improved the
boundary state formulation of ref. [20]. We show that in general the normalization factor
of the boundary state corresponds to the disk partition function for the given boundary
interaction and obtain the general form of the boundary state. As the tachyon condensation
develops the boundary state wavefunction becomes sharply localized in the directions where
the tachyon condensation occurs and eventually reduces to that of a lower dimensional D-
brane. Both tension and boundary state wavefunction of the lower dimensional D-brane
are correctly derived from the boundary state formulation of the unstable D-brane at the
infrared fixed point. Since one may obtain the non-BPS D2p-brane (D(2p + 1)-brane) of
type IIB (IIA) string theory, starting from a D2p-D¯2p-brane (D(2p + 1)-D¯(2p + 1)-brane)
pair in type IIA (IIB) string theory [1], it is interesting to discuss these descent relations
among BPS and the non-BPS D-brane in the boundary state formulation, extending the
present work. The relationship between the present work and those on the D-D¯ system
[16,19,27] may be clarified in this context.
As we point out that the boundary state formulation, discussed in this paper, has some
advantages over other approaches, in that the it provides not only the disk partition function
but also the quantum state of the system. Since the boundary state depicts the system in
terms of the quantum state of the closed string and the disk partition function corresponds to
the normalization of the closed string wavefunction, it may be possible to embed it in a large
framework, the closed string field theory. The open-closed string duality then may lead us to
the open string field theory of the tachyon condensation. It may improve our understanding
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of the open string field theory of tachyon condensation, which has been discussed only within
the limits of the level truncation [5].
One of the main results of the present work is that the noncommutative theory of the
tachyon condensation is derived from the boundary state formulation and its relationship
to the commutative theory is established along the line of the equivalence between the
noncommutative open string theory and the noncommutative one in canonical quantization.
We show that in the noncommutative theory the unstable D-brane precisely reduces to the
lower dimensional D-brane in the large B-field. The boundary state formulation explains
why some of the results obtained in the large B-field limit in the noncommutative theory
are exact. The zero mode contribution is the most important and the contributions of other
higher modes are suppressed. However, there is a subtle point, yet important that at its
appearance the resultant boundary state of the unstable D-brane satisfies the Neumann
boundary condition in stead of the Dirichlet boundary condition along the directions where
the tachyon condensation develops. But taking notice that the left and the right movers
along the directions of the tachyon condensation respect the open string metric G, which
is singular in the large B-field limit, we find a resolution in the framework of the boundary
state formulation. Using the T-dual relationship between the left and right movers in the
commutative theory and those in the noncommutative theory, we find that the boundary
state correctly reduces to that of the lower dimensional D-brane.
We may take a step forward in the noncommutative theory by introducing the U(1)
background in addition to the NS B-field background. The extension along this direction
is important in connection with the confinement in D-D¯ system [33] and the matrix model
description of the tachyon condensation [34]. It may be also fruitful to extend the present
work along other directions, such as the quantum corrections at the one loop level to the
tachyon condensation [35,36] and the tachyon condensation on noncommutative tori [37],
which have been discussed recently in the literature.
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